Recently, on-chip single-mode laser emissions in coupled microdisks have attracted considerable research attention due to their wide applications. While most of single-mode lasers in coupled microdisks or microrings have been qualitatively explained by either Vernier effect or inversed Vernier effect, none of them have been experimentally confirmed. Here, we studied the mechanism of single-mode laser operation in coupled microdisks. We found that the mode numbers had been significantly reduced to nearly single-mode within a large pumping power range from threshold to gain saturation. The detail laser spectra showed that the largest gain and the first lasing peak were mainly generated by one disk and the laser intensity was proportional to the wavelength detuning of two set of modes. The corresponding theoretical analysis showed that the experimental observations were dominated by internal coupling within one cavity, which was similar to the recently explored inversed Vernier effect in two coupled microrings. We believe our finding will be important for understanding the previous experimental findings and the development of on-chip single-mode laser. A traditional laser system consists of gain materials and a laser resonator 1 . Despite of the ultrasmall cavities 2 , most of resonators support a lot of longitude modes with small free spectral range (FSR) due to their lengths of round trips 3-5 . Consequently, multimode lasers are usually generated without utilizing external coupling or adding intra-cavity dispersive elements, especially in the on-chip microlasers. To improve the monochromacity, several techniques have been developed in past few years 6-17 . The application of Vernier effect in coupled cavities is a prominent example. Vernier effect is a well-known technique in passive systems to extend the FSR of bandpass filters 18 . Due to the destructive interference, the lasing modes, except for the coupled resonances, are significantly suppressed. Based on this idea, several groups have successfully demonstrated single-mode laser emission in dye-doped micro-lasers or quantum cascade lasers 10-17 . However, only the interferometer based single-mode laser has been verified to be generated by Vernier effect 10-12 . The others such as coupled microdisks or microrings are not well explained and their corresponding mechanisms are often argued 19 .
Scientific RepoRts | 5:13682 | DOi: 10.1038/srep13682 or microrings is still in the debating. In this article, we experimentally studied the suppression of mode numbers in size-mismatched coupled microdisks. By comparing the laser spectra in coupled cavities, we found that the single-mode operation was mainly generated by mode coupling in one microdisk. This new mechanism is similar to the inversed Vernier effect. But it is formed within one circular microdisk instead of the coupled microdisks.
Results and Discussions
Theoretical analysis and numerical simulation. To well understand the suppression of lasing modes, we have theoretically studied the possible mode interaction by a toy model. In general, both the Vernier effect and inversed Vernier effect are based on the interaction between two resonances thus can be quantum mechanically described by a 2 × 2 matrix [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] Here E 1,2 are the energy of states away from mode coupling and J 2 is the coupling constant. For the case of internal coupling, the mode coupling constant is a real number 24 . Then the eigenvalues of Eq. (1) are expressed as Figure 1 (a,b) illustrate the real and imaginary parts of energy as a function of frequency detuning (Δ ) without considering the nonlinearity in laser systems. The amplifications of lasing modes were simply introduced from the imaginary parts of energy. We can see that the real parts of energy experienced a repulsion around Δ = 0 and their imaginary parts crossed. Most importantly, max(Im(E 1 ), Im(E 2 )) reduced round the crossing point. All these results are very typical phenomena of avoided resonance crossing. For a lasing system, such a reduction in max(Im(E 1 ), Im(E 2 )) means that the amplification of lasing mode is reduced. In this sense, it is easy to know that the modes around mode coupling should have higher thresholds and hard to be excited in lasing experiments. Then the mode coupling has the possibility to generate single mode laser emission. This is similar to the inversed Vernier effect 19 , where the weak coupling with a real coupling constant has been studied. Till now, we know the inversed Vernier effect is a quite general phenomenon of internal mode coupling. It can be generated by both weak coupling and strong coupling. We note here that the model in Eq. (1) is valid for the interaction between two states. It is not necessary to be restricted in coupled systems. Therefore, the inversed Vernier effect can be further extended beyond the scope of weakly coupled microdisks or microrings.
Based on above theoretical analysis, we then tested the inversed Vernier effect numerically. In optical microcavities, the resonances and their frequencies play the roles of states and their energies. In the numerical calculation, the gain was also introduced from the imaginary parts of refractive index by setting n = n 0 + n"i 6, 7, 25 . Here we set n 0 = 1.56 and n" = − 0.0005 for the left cavity to illustrate the absorptive loss, whereas n 0 = 1.56 and n" = 0.002 for right cavity to mimic the right pumping case (see below). The radius of left cavity was fixed at 5 μ m, whereas the size of right cavity varied between 5.09-5.14 μ m to change the frequency detuning. The calculated results have been summarized and shown in Fig. 2 . Similar to the theoretical prediction from Eq. (2), we can see the frequencies of resonances approached first and then repelled one another (see Fig. 2(a) ). The corresponding β of two modes crossed around R R = 5.115 μ m and the maxima gains of modes away from the crossing point are much higher (see Fig. 2 
The corresponding field patterns of modes marked as 1-6 in Fig. 2 (a) are shown in Fig. 2 (c-h). We can see that the field patterns of two resonances exchanged after the crossing point and thus confirmed the strong coupling between them. When the resonances are far away from crossing point at R R = 5.095 μ m, mode-1 was mainly confined within the gain cavity ( Fig. 2(c) ) and mode-2 was localized within two cavities ( Fig. 2(d) ). As the other cavity was defined as absorption in the numerical model, mode-2 had much larger loss than mode-1. This can also been seen from their corresponding β values in Fig. 2 
When two resonances approached the crossing point, the corresponding field patterns showed that they were strongly mixed (see Fig. 2 (e,f)). Thus the hybrid resonances shall experience two kinds of orbits of mode-1 and mode-2. Then the larger amplification was reduced around the ARC due to the increased field distribution in the lossy cavity. And the modes around ARC had much larger thresholds and were not easily to be excited. All these numerical results are consistent with the theoretical analysis well.
Experimental results
In additional to the theoretical analysis and numerical calculation, we have also studied the inversed Vernier effect experimentally in coupled microdisks. The microdisk was directly fabricated in Rhodamine B doped GM 1050 photoresist by standard photolithography. The photography of fabricated microdisk is shown in Fig. 3 (a), which consisted of two tangent cavities with radiuses R 1,2 ~ 40 μ m. Due to the resolution of photolithography (1 μ m from the mask aligner), the gap between two circular disks was filled with a bridge. The width of bridge is around 8.98 micron. The thickness of the microdisk was 2 μ m, which was far smaller than the in-plane cavity size. The refractive index of GM 1050 is around 1.56. Then the sample was optically pumped by a frequency doubled Nd: YAG pulsed laser (532 nm, pulse duration is 7 ns, repetition rate is 10 Hz). The laser was focused onto the sample surface by a 5x objective lens and the diameter of laser spot was 180 μ m, which was large enough to cover the whole sample. Figure 3 (b) illustrates the laser spectrum from the microdisk. Here the whole disk was evenly pumped and the power density was ~28.35 μ J/mm 2 . We can see a dominated laser peak at 637.45 nm. The other lasing modes are dramatically suppressed and the extinction ratio is around 11.3 dB. This is quite different from the conventional whispering gallery modes in either circular microdisk (see the inset in Fig. 3(b) ) or coupled cavities 26 . The green open squares in Fig. 3 (c) clearly demonstrated the threshold curve in logscale. When the pump power was small, a broad spontaneous emission peak could be observed in the laser spectrum. And the slope of L-I curve was around 1. Once the pump power is above 15.58 μ J/mm 2 , the single mode laser appeared and the slope was increased to 3.43. The laser emission was saturated and the slope transited back to ~1 again when the pump power was further increased. All these behaviors confirmed the lasing action in microdisk very well. The corresponding laser spectra have been shown in Fig. 3(d) . In additional to the transition from spontaneous emission to laser, it is more interesting to see that the single-mode laser can be observed in a wide range of pumping power between the threshold and gain saturation. The spectra at extremely high pump power showed three peaks because the intensity of main peak was saturated during the measurement.
Some groups have also demonstrated single or a few modes lasing actions in coupled cavities [27] [28] [29] [30] . But their cavity sizes were usually close to the lasing wavelengths. Considering the case that the diameter of a single microdisk is more than two orders of magnitude larger than the lasing wavelength, the observations in Fig. 3 are very similar to the recent experimental reports in other types of coupled cavities 15, 16 . Thus it is interesting to explore the intrinsic mechanism for the single-mode operation. To achieve enough information, we have pumped the left and right cavity individually by moving the relative position between sample and laser spot. Below, these two pumping configurations are named as left-pumping and right-pumping below. Figure 4 shows the logscale laser spectra of the sample under different pumping conditions. Here the pump power was increased to 43.47 μ J/mm 2 to ensure the lasing behaviors of the sample under three pumping configurations. We can see that the coupled cavities produced multiple laser peaks when it was under left pumping (see Fig. 4(c) ). Once the pumping configuration was switched to right pumping, the mode number was significantly reduced and only three peaks around 637 nm could be observed (see Fig. 4(b) ). The difference in Fig. 4(b,c) shows that two microdisks cannot be simply considered as equal disks. More interestingly, while the laser spectrum in Fig. 4(a) contained all the laser peaks in Fig. 4(b,c) , the three peaks that dominated the laser spectrum were almost the same as the ones in Fig. 4(b) . This indicates that the suppression of lasing modes in coupled cavities is mainly induced within one cavity instead of the coupling between two cavities. This can also be confirmed by counting the mode spacing between the modes in two cavities. Because the coupled cavities were very close, the wavelength differences between modes in two cavities were mostly around 0.05 nm. Thus the suppression of mode number in coupled cavity is different from the previous studies about Vernier effect and inversed Vernier effect. To explore the mechanism of mode suppression in right pumping, we have increased the pump power to excite more lasing modes and achieve more spectral information. One example is depicted in Fig. 5(a) . As the other modes were still much smaller, here the laser spectrum was plotted in logscale. We can see that the three main peaks belong to one set of modes, which are named as seires-1 and marked by red arrows in Fig. 5(a) . Meanwhile, we can also see another set of modes nearby, which are named as series-2 and marked with blue arrows in Fig. 5(a) . From their individual mode spacing, these two sets of modes correspond to the whispering gallery modes within circular cavity. We note the lasing modes confined in two cavities are not considered here because the left cavity was not pumped and functioned as a pure absorber in this experiment. The interesting phenomena happened at the relative wavelength shift between two sets of lasing modes. As shown in Fig. 5(b) , we can see that the mode spacing between two sets of modes increased first and then decreased. If we consider the possible interaction between two sets of resonances, Fig. 5(b) demonstrated that the mode coupling was smallest at 637.4 nm, where the maxima laser peak in Figs 3-5 appeared.
According to the dependence of maxima laser on the wavelength shift, the suppression of lasing modes in a single cavity is very similar to above theoretical and numerical analysis. Then the suppression of mode number in coupled cavities can be explained. As the laser thresholds of modes in seires-2 are much larger than those of modes in series-1, the resonances in series-2 are more lossy than series-1. When the modes in series-1 couple with the modes in series-2, the waves confined within the orbits of series-1will partially transfer to the orbits of series-2 and thus experience more loss. In this sense, the mode with least coupling to modes in series-2 has the lowest loss and smallest threshold. Thus only the resonances far away from the coupling point can be excited and the mode numbers in laser systems has been dramatically decreased. All these observation are consistent with the predictions in Figs 1 and 2 well.
Meanwhile, as the intensities of modes in the other cavity didn't fluctuate as significantly as right-pumping, the strongest lasing modes in right-pumping should also be the strongest under evenly pumping. Thus the total lasing mode number had been suppressed under both right-pumping and evenly-pumping. Moreover, the laser peaks far away from the maxima wavelength detuning should be close to the avoided resonance crossings. According to the predictions in Fig. 1(b) , the amplifications of two coupled resonances should be similar. This information could also be observed in Fig. 5(a) . In the wavelength range below 635 nm, we can see that two sets of resonances had similar intensities. This can be a further proof for the mode coupling in the laser system.
Conclusion
In summary, we have experimentally studied the lasing actions within coupled microdisks. By comparing the results under three types of pumping conditions, we found the single-mode operation in coupled cavities were mainly induced by the mode coupling within one cavity. The corresponding theoretical analysis and numerical calculation also proved our qualitative model well. Our results demonstrated that the inversed Vernier effect could induce single-mode operation for the first time and successfully extend the typical inversed Vernier effect from coupled microdisks or micro-rings to a single cavity as well. We believe that our finding can be nice way to generate single mode laser emission and might also be used to explain the previous experimental observations well.
Method
Fabrication and optical characterization. The microdisk in the present study was made by commercially available GM 1050 doped with 0.85% (by weight) RhB. We choose commercial glass sheet as the substrate. The photoresist was spin-coated on the substrate with 4000 r per minute and had thickness 2 micron. After 8 minutes ultraviolet exposure under the density 1000 mW/cm 2 , the sample was developed in PGMEA for 17 seconds. The obtained microdisk consisted of two tangent circular microdisks with radiuses around 40 μ m. The designed gap was partially filled with a bridge due to the resolution of photolithography. The width of bridge was 8.98 μ m.
The coupled cavities was mounted on a three-dimensional translation stage and pumped by a 532 nm pulsed light coming from a mode-locked Nd:YAG laser. The laser spot was focused by a 5x objective lens to a spot with diameter around 180 μ m which was adjusted by a diaphragm. During the experiment, the laser spot was fixed and the sample was moved around the laser spot to form three pumping configurations. The emitted lasers were collected by a lens, which was placed at the side of the sample, and coupled trough a multimode fiber to a spectrometer and a CCD camera (Princeton instrument). The distance between laser spot and lens was fixed at 100 mm, which was far above the cavity size. The collection efficiency was not changed by the slight shifts in different pumping configurations.
Numerical simulations.
Because the thicknesses of microdisks were much smaller than their in-plane dimensions, microdisks were usually treated as two-dimensional objects by applying effective refractive indices n. The gain and loss of the microdisk are introduced by applying n L = n 0 + in" and n R = n 0 -0.001i. Then the wave equations for transverse electric (TE, E is in plane) polarized modes H z (x, y, t) = ψ(x, y) e −iωt can be replaced by the scalar wave equation 
